
PROLOGUE 

Why remember, to what end, and in what way? ...The task is not only to remember but to 

remember strenuously—to explode, decode, and deepen the terrain of memory. What is at 

stake is not only the past but the present. 

  Eva Hoffman Shtetl (1997: 13-14). 

This is a story that is also a history. It is the story of my father’s travels across continents, 

countries, cultures, languages, generations and wars. It is a daughter’s account of a Jewish father 

whose life was shaped, framed and torn apart by the upheavals of the twentieth century. It is an 

anthropologist’s narrative constructed from other people’s stories. It is a portrait of a charming, 

funny, wounded and difficult man, his relationships with those he loved, and his most sacred of 

beliefs. And it is a reflection on the forces of history, the power of memory and the meanings 

people attach to events, things, words, and others. 

My Father’s Wars is an intimate ethnography, a term I developed with my friend and 

colleague, Barbara Rylko-Bauer. “Intimate ethnography” captures my approach to this project: I 

came to my father as a daughter who is a cultural anthropologist. The two roles were inseparable: 

I am a daughter who chronicled a family narrative, and I am an anthropologist who 

contextualized the story.i

The dual, daughter-anthropologist role makes it difficult to place this book in an 

established genre. It is not just my father’s biography, not just his narrated memoir, it is not 

about the anthropologist, not about the daughter, nor is it only about cultural frameworks or 

national histories or the violence that wreaked havoc during my father’s lifetime. It is about all 

 Intimate ethnography brings together the dualities, liberating the 

daughter to enter a deeply private and interior place as an ethnographer. 



these things at once. Thus the term “intimate ethnography” for it captures the approach I used in 

this project. 

I can’t say I have one reason for pursuing this difficult, often painful project, and for 

writing this book. Like my father’s life, his perception of it and his narrative, my motivations are 

layered and complicated involving who I am as an anthropologist and as a daughter. I am at a 

point in my life where the urge to reflect on personal history is quite strong. Who was this man 

with whom I had such difficulty? It took years before I would realize how my father’s story 

shaped my sensibility, and to recognize that his sorrows became my sorrows, his losses my 

motivation to understand them.ii

Yet I came to this project not just as a daughter but also as an anthropologist seeking to 

understand how various forms of violence are implicated in individual stories. My central 

assumption is that twentieth century political and structural violence explains as much as it is 

something to be explained. It is commonplace to consider personal identity, interpersonal 

relationships and why people do what they do in psychological terms. It is also common to 

understand social identity and social relations in cultural terms. Yet it is rare that political and 

structural violence are explored for their roles in shaping the course and quality of human lives.  

 And now, at the close of this project, I feel I do have a fuller 

understanding of this complicated, and in many ways, ordinary man. 

In this book, I start with the personal for clues to the broader history that is also 

implicated in the damage, illuminating the factors at play in multiple forms of oppression and 

conflict. Either-or categories are replaced with multiplicities so that brutality and humaneness, 

dehumanization and compassion, pathos and humor, displacement and adaptation, and memory 

and identity permeate at once, revealing tensions between narrative and history that is as true in 

life as they are in this book. The task has been to unravel some of the complex processes and 



dynamics of a history marked by violence, and consider the consequences of that history for an 

ordinary, unfamous man, and by implication, any person in any place thus affected. 

I center my own father as subject of this anthropological work. My approach does not 

conform to disciplinary convention nor does the voice and structure of this book conform to 

academic or popular narrative style. My goal is not to scrutinize or stretch the methodological 

boundaries of scholarly or narrative traditions. Instead, I hope to draw readers into a compelling 

account of one man’s movements across a violent century, illuminating along the way the 

specific ideological and systemic forces implicated in his story that have resonance for 

contemporary social conditions and dynamics. My father’s story highlights the ways in which we 

are all participant-observers of such violence. The current condition of our world, marked as it is 

by the shadows of war and genocidal violence, of ethnic conflict, nationalist fervor and everyday 

violence, adds urgency to my task. 

There is a schism between what scholars produce in academic settings and what gets read 

outside it. For example, anthropologists know a lot about how social categories are produced, 

how difference is constructed and can be turned into ideological infection. They know a lot about 

the macro dynamics of power, past and present, how it works to infiltrate, shape and manage 

human lives, and how violence gets normalized. Somehow these analyses get lost in translation 

when scholars try to share them with audiences beyond the academy. Because I accept 

Hoffman’s premise that the present as much as the past is at stake, I have been guided by a sense 

of urgency to produce this hybrid work, bridging story and scholarship by means of this intimate 

ethnography. 

I have long struggled to link individual stories to larger histories, to make tangible with 

words those points of connection between the self and the world that often seem so difficult to 



grasp. James Baldwin can declare, “people are trapped in history and history is trapped in them,” 

a beautiful dialectic that may resonate as true, but the question remains: how to effectively reveal 

it? This was my narrative challenge. 

I have chosen to tell a story, writing in the third person omniscient, past tense, privileging 

the primacy of my father’s experience. To a large degree, my narrative is based on his rendition 

of his life history; his actual words, and the texture, syntax and sensation of his voice are woven 

into the description. I lay out the specific features of my father’s biography, from birth to death, 

in segments by time, place, culture, social category (gender, religion), politics and political 

events (including war and revolution), relationships to larger social groups (ethnic, nation, race, 

religion, land, labor, work) and broad as well as local historical events. There is mood, feel, aura, 

flavor, sensibility, image, character, moments, all captured in the story part of the book. There 

are aspects to the story that are plain facts (“Mendel was born in Jedwabne, Poland”). There are 

other aspects that reveal cultural truths (“he was born around Purim time”), and still others that 

offer hints of something deeper, not apparent on the surface (“My father’s shtetle”). Each of 

these aspects appears throughout the book. 

There is also the first-person voice of the daughter-anthropologist who brings in her 

experiences with her father, and additional information, facts, figures, events, as well as cultural 

and political analysis, edging out from the personal to the larger history, all of it to contextualize 

the main story. The focus is not on one historical moment. Instead, several major historical 

events over the course of a long transnational history are traced. 

The structure of the book is actually quite straightforward: every chapter has two main 

subsections. The first section is devoted to the story, my narrative of my father’s narrative, 

informed also by others’ narratives, evidence and information. The second section of each 



chapter gives voice to the daughter-anthropologist who fills in some gaps in the story and fleshes 

it out with larger history. 

Whereas biographies of key actors in history lend themselves to a single narrative voice, 

for an ethnographic subject, the connection between a life and larger events is indirect and 

nonlinear. In my father’s case, he had limited awareness of the happenings outside his control 

that shaped his own course as well as those whose lives did or might have intersected with his. 

The two-part structure I use in this book reflects how my father thought about and experienced 

his life—separate and apart from the complexities of the larger historical context of which he 

was a part. It’s not that he was oblivious to the events, but he was unaware of their structural and 

systemic roots. This idea is captured in a stanza from Bertolt Brecht’s poem “On Violence”: 

The headlong stream is termed violent 

But the river bed hemming it in is 

Termed violent by no one.iii

Like most, my father only saw the headlong stream; the violence of the river bed 

remained imperceptible. 

  

Still, my father was a “subject who remembered.”iv

 

 My depiction shows him as I knew 

him—with his strengths and his vulnerabilities, his flaws and his virtues, his insights and his 

ignorance, neither all-good nor all-bad, just real. It shows his individuality and his humanity 

even as I discover in him traces of collective memory and locate his place in society and history. 

It is the very aspect of balancing these dimensions that represents the strength of intimate 

ethnography, a method that allows me to humanize and historicize one man’s internal battles 

amidst the wars of the world. 
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